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Most models of color vision assume that signals from the three classes of cone receptor are recoded 
into only three independent post-receptoral channels: one that encodes luminance and two that encode 
color. Stimuli that are equated for their effects on two of the channels should be discriminable only 
to the remaining channel, and are thus assumed to isolate the responses of single channels. We used 
an asymmetric matching task to examine whether such models can account for changes in color 
appearance following adaptation to contrast-to temporal variations in luminance and chromaticity 
around a fixed mean luminance and chromaticity. The experiments extend to suprathreshold color 
appearance the threshold adaptation paradigm of Krauskopf, Williams and Heeley ((1982) Vision 
Research, 32, 112>1131]. Adaptation changes the perceived color of chromatic test stimuli both by 
reducing their saturation (contrast) and by changing their hue (direction within the equiluminant 
plane). The saturation losses are largest for test stimuli that lie along the chromatic axis defining the 
adapting modulation, while the hue changes are rotations away from the adapting direction and toward 
an orthogonal direction within the S and L-M plane. Similar selective changes in both perceived 
color and perceived lightness occur following adaptation to stimuli that covary in luminance and 
chromatic@. The selectivity of the aftereffects for multiple directions within color-luminance space 
is inconsistent with sensitivity changes in only three independent channels. These aftereffects suggest 
instead that color appearance depends on channels that can be selectively tuned to any color-luminance 
direction, and that there are no directions that invariably isolate responses in only a single channel. 
We use the perceived color changes to examine the spectral sensitivities of the chromatic channels and 
to estimate the distribution of channels. We also examine how adaptation alters the contrast-response 
function, how it affects reaction times for luminance and chromatic contrast, the extent to which the 
aftereffects exhibit interocular transfer, and the way in which the perceived color changes differ from 
those induced by conventional light adaptation. 

Color appearance Luminance and chromatic channels Contrast adaptation Cardinal color directions 
Color-luminance interactions 

INTRODUCTION 

Most models of color vision assume only three indepen- 
dent post-receptoral channels-one that encodes lumi- 
nance and two that encode color (Lennie & D’Zmura, 
1988). The luminance channel depends on inputs of the 
same sign from different cone classes, while the chro- 
matic channels draw inputs of opposite sign. However, 
the number and nature of the post-receptoral transform- 
ations of the cone signals remain ill established. The 
phenomenal appearance of chromatic stimuli suggested 
two “second-stage” chromatic channels whose responses 
correspond to sensations of red-green or blue-yellow 
(Hurvich & Jameson, 1957). However, measures of 
threshold sensitivity for chromatic stimuli reveal post- 
receptoral signals that are instead organized along two 
chromatic dimensions that correspond to (a) opposing 
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signals from the long- and medium-wavelength cones 
(L - M), or (b) signals from short-wavelength cones 
opposed by a combination of signals from the L and M 
cones [S - (L + M), or S] (Le Grand, 1949; Krauskopf, 
Williams & Heeley, 1982). Stimuli that isolate the latter 
dimension differ markedly from a pure blue-yellow 
variation. The S dimension may represent an ancient 
dichromatic color system that compared signals in the S 
cones with a single, ancestral medium- or long- 
wavelength cone type, while the L - M dimension may 
represent a modern color subsystem that arose after 
differentiation of the genes encoding the L and M 
photopigments (Mollon, 1989). The chromatic selectivi- 
ties of cells in the lateral geniculate are clustered along 
these two dimensions (Derrington, Krauskopf & Lennie, 
1984). Psychophysical studies imply additionally a third, 
luminance dimension, which depends primarily on the 
sum of the signals in the L and M cones, with little 
contribution from the S cones (Lennie, Pokorny & 
Smith, 1993). However, cells in the parvocellular 
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pathway (which is the likely substrate for color appear- 
ance) do not show a clear separation between luminance 
and chromatic sensitivity (Wiesel & Hubel, 1966; De 
Valois. Snodderly, Yund 8~ Hepler, 1977; Derrington 
et al., 1984). 

In order to explore how the triplet of cone signals are 

organized within the post-receptoral mechanisms that 
contribute to color appearance, we have examined how 
color appearance is altered after adaptation to contrast, 

i.e. to variations in luminance and chromaticity around 
a fixed average luminance and chromaticity. Prior adap- 

tation to contrast elevates thresholds for detecting lumi- 
nance or chromatic contrast (Blakemore & Campbell, 

1969; Benzschawel Guth, 1982; Krauskopf al., 1982; 
Switkes De Valois, reduces the 

ent contrast (Blakemore, 

Muncey Ridley, 1971; 1972; Georgeson, 1985), 
can induce qualitative changes the appearance of 

[as the aftereffects of 
191 l), (Gibson & 1937), and fre- 
quency & 1969)]. These 
are thought reflect sensitivity at a 

locus, are distinct the light effects 
have studied in vision 

(Jameson Hurvich, 1972). 

Contrast has widely used a tool 
probing the and selectivity the mechanisms 

in or motion perception, and first 
used examine the sensitivities the channels 
mediating vision by Krauskopf colleagues 
(Krauskopf et al., 1982; Krauskopf, Williams, Mandler 
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& Brown, 1986b) and by Guth and colleaguzs 
(Benzschawel & Guth, 1982; Guth. 1982; Moxley, Guth 
& Geisler, 1979; Moxley & Guth, 1981: Guth & Moxley, 
1982). Krauskopf ct al. examined how adaptation to 
temporal modulations along different directions in color- 
luminance space altered thresholds for detecting brief 
changes in a field’s luminance and chromaticity. They 
found that changes in sensitivity were primarily selective 

for three “cardinal” directions corresponding to an 
achromatic axis (along which only luminance varies) and 

to the L - M and S chromatic axes [Fig. l(A)]. Fol 
example, adaptation to modulations along the L -- M 

axis greatly elevated thresholds for detecting a color 
change along the L - M axis, but had little effect on the 
thresholds for detecting changes along the S or lumi- 

nance axes. Their results therefore suggested thar 
threshold sensitivity depends on three primary types of 
adaptable channel that are isolated by these three types 
of stimulus variation. Adaptation to directions that were 
intermediate to the three cardinal axes produced much 
more general losses in sensitivity. However, analyses of 

the threshold changes within the equiluminant plane 
demonstrated that the sensitivity losses always showed 
some selectivity for the chromatic adapting direction, 
suggesting that there were also additional chromatic 

channels tuned to intermediate chromatic directions 
(Krauskopf et ul., 1986b). Multiple chromatic mechan- 
isms have also been invoked to account for results in a 

variety of other psychophysical tasks (D’Zmura, 199 I ; 
Flanagan, Cavanagh & Favreau, 1990; Guth. 1982; 
Krauskopf et al., 1986b; Krauskopf & Gegenfurtner. 
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FIGURE I. (A) A color space defined by the luminance axis and the S and L - M chromatic axes (following MacLeod & 
Boynton, 1979; Derrington et al., 1984). Symbols plot the set of test stimuli examined. (B) Color changes within the 
equiluminant plane predicted from independent adaptation in two channels sensitive to S or L - M stimulus variations. The 
outer circles plot the chromaticities of 16 test stimuli that have the same contrast, but lie along different directions from the 
achromatic origin. The inner triangles plot the perceived chromaticity of the test stimuli following adaptation to a stimulus 
that reduces sensitivity in the L - M channel more than the S channel. This produces the largest contrast loss in stimuli along 
the L - M axis, and biases the perceived direction of stimuli away from the L - M axis and toward the S axis. Stimuli along 
the L - M or S axes may show a change in perceived contrast, but should not show a change in perceived direction (solid 

triangles). 
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1992; Krauskopf, Zaidi & Mandler, 1986a; Zaidi 
& Halevy, 1993). Yet under other conditions per- 
formance can be well described by the independent 
signals along the S and L - M axes (Boynton & Kambe, 
1980; Cole, Hine & McIlhagga, 1993; Krauskopf & 
Farell, 1990; Krauskopf & Gegenfurtner, 1992; Le 
Grand, 1949; Nagy & Sanchez, 1990; Stromeyer & Lee, 
1988). 

We have extended the adaptation paradigm and logic 
of the Krauskopf et al. (1982, 1986b) studies to examine 
how contrast adaptation influences the perception of 
suprathreshold colors. Our study is similar in rationale 
to experiments on adaptation-induced changes in per- 
ceived hue reported by Guth and his colleagues (Moxley 
et al., 1979; Moxley & Guth, 1981; Guth, 1982; Guth & 
Moxley, 1982) and Flanagan, Cavanagh and Crasini 
(1989). Models based on three independent post-recep- 
toral channels make testable predictions about how 
adaptation should alter color appearance. Figure l(B) 
illustrates these predictions for a set of equiluminant test 
stimuli encoded by the responses in two chromatic 
channels selectively sensitive to the L - M or S chro- 
matic axes. In this plane the contrast of a stimulus 
depends on how far it is from the achromatic origin and 
corresponds roughly to perceived saturation, while the 
perceived hue of the stimulus corresponds roughly to its 
direction from the origin. Adaptation could change the 
perceived contrast and direction of test stimuli by chang- 
ing sensitivity in one or both of the channels. (We 
assume that contrast adaptation alters only the respon- 
siveness, or contrast gain, of the channels, without 
affecting their mean response, as we verify below.) If 
these sensitivity changes are independent, then the least 
or greatest change in perceived contrast should always 
occur along only two directions (corresponding to the 
two directions that isolate the two channels: the L - M 
and S axes in this example). Moreover, equivalent 
changes in color appearance should follow adaptation to 
any stimuli that have the same component contrast 
within each channel. In this example such stimuli corre- 
spond to any pair of adapting axes that are symmetrical 
about the L - M and S axes (e.g. axes of 45-225 and 
135-3 15 deg). These stimulus pairs differ only in how the 
L - M and S component contrasts are combined. Most 
stimuli will produce responses in both channels. For 
such stimuli a change in their perceived direction should 
arise whenever adaptation alters sensitivity in one of the 
channels more than the other. For example, if the L - M 
channel is adapted more than the S channel, then this 
should bias the perceived hue of test stimuli toward the 
S axis. These hue changes are analogous to spatial 
adaptation phenomena such as the tilt aftereffect, for 
they represent “tilts” in the perceived orientation of axes 
within color space. However, since some stimulus axes 
isolate the response of only a single chromatic channel, 
and should continue to isolate the same channel after 
adaptation, then the perceived direction of these axes 
should remain invariant. The changes in the perceived 
hue of all other test axes should always be rotations 
toward one of these invariant axes and away from the 

other (depending on which of the two channels is 
adapted more). 

Specifically how adaptation alters color appearance 
will depend on such factors as the spectral sensitivities of 
the channels, how contrast adaptation alters the channel 
responses, and how these responses are pooled. How- 
ever, the above predictions are a general property of 
models in which changes in contrast gain occur indepen- 
dently in three post-receptoral channels that linearly 
combine the cone signals. We show that these predic- 
tions fail to describe the changes in color appearance 
following adaptation. Adaptation to any direction 
within color-luminance space produces suprathreshold 
color changes that are selective for the adapting direc- 
tion. Thus color appearance depends either on many 
more than three post-receptoral channels with different 
tuning functions, or on channels that can change their 
tuning functions through adaptation. A preliminary 
account of this work was given in Webster and Mollon 
(1991). 

METHOD 

Stimuli were presented on a 60 Hz interlaced Barco 
CD 351 color monitor, controlled by a Sigma Electronic 
Systems 5688 graphics system. Luminances of the moni- 
tor guns were calibrated with a Minolta Chromameter, 
and linearized through look-up tables. Chromaticities 
(CIE, 1931) of the three guns were initially estimated 
with a Lovibond Tintometer to be (x = 0.617, y = 0.353) 
for the red gun, (x = 0.290, y = 0.599) for the green, and 
(x = 0.152, y = 0.063) for the blue. Subsequent estimates 
with the chromameter were very similar. The graphics 
system allowed intensities of the red, green, and blue 
guns to be specified to an accuracy of 8 bits/gun. For 
stimuli of low contrast, the color resolution of the 
display was increased by presenting the stimuli on only 
a proportion of the scan lines, with the remaining lines 
maintained at zero-contrast (equal to the luminance and 
chromaticity of the background). For example, test and 
matching stimuli were typically presented only on alter- 
nate scan lines, increasing the effective resolution to 9 
bits/gun. This “halftoning” was not visible to the ob- 
server at the viewing distances and low contrasts at 
which it was introduced. The actual chromaticities due 
to quantization of the gun luminances differed only 
slightly from the nominal chromaticities plotted (e.g. 
r.m.s. error = 0.27 threshold units for the individual 
matches illustrated in Fig. 3, or 0.12 threshold units for 
the mean of the matches, values that are 3-8 times 
smaller, respectively, than the r.m.s. variability in the 
nominal matches). 

Stimuli were defined in terms of a three-dimensional 
color space whose principal axes isolate variations either 
in luminance, in S cone excitation at constant luminance, 
or in the ratio of L to M cone excitation at constant 
luminance (MacLeod & Boynton, 1979; Derrington 
et al., 1984). The axis that isolates luminance variations 
is the achromatic axis, along which signals from all three 
cone types vary in constant proportion. Thus it does not 
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correspond to the preferred direction of a luminance 
mechanism that draws inputs only from the L and M 
cones. Similarly, the preferred directions of chromatic 
channels will in general not lie within the equiluminant 
plane (e.g. see Flanagan et al., 1990; Cole ef ul., 1993). 
As we noted, these three axes correspond to the three 
cardinal directions identified by Krauskopf ef al. (I 982). 
The space, illustrated in Fig. l(A), was empirically 
derived in three steps. First, the equiluminant plane was 
defined by flicker-photometrically equating the lumi- 
nances of each of the monitor guns to a white reference 
luminance. Second, following the procedure of Webster, 
De Valois and Switkes (1990), we estimated the chro- 
matic variations within this plane that changed only 
signals in the S cones or only the ratio of signals in the 
L and M cones. The contrast thresholds for detecting a 
change in color from the white background were 
measured along different chromatic directions chosen 
to span the nominal S and L - M axes of the 
MacLeod-Boynton chromaticity diagram. Thresholds 
were measured before or after superposing a uniform 
chromatic-adapting background (from a tungsten pro- 
jector with gelatin filter viewed through a half-silvered 
mirror). Addition of a short-wavelength background 
(Wratten 47B) selectively reduces sensitivity in the S 
cones and should therefore produce the largest threshold 
change for the chromatic direction that isolates S cone 
responses. On the other hand, a long-wavelength back- 
ground (Wratten 25) selectively changes sensitivity in the 
L and M cones and should therefore produce the largest 
threshold elevation for the chromatic direction that can 
be detected by signals only in the L and M cones. Figure 

2 shows that the S and L - M axes defined in this way 
corresponded to angles of roughly 105 deg (S) and 
- 3 deg (L - M) within the MacLeod-Boynton space. 
and thus differed slightly from the 90 and 0 deg axes 
defining the standard observer (differences that could 
arise from small errors in the estimated luminances or 
chromaticities of the monitor phosphors). Very similar 
estimates were obtained for four additional subjects as 
part of a separate study. Finally, contrast thresholds 
were measured along the S, L - M and achromatic axes 
for neutral adaptation (to the unmodulated white back- 
ground). The thresholds were estimated for stimuli that 
had the same spatial and temporal profile as the test and 
matching stimuli used in the contrast adaptation 
measurements. These detection thresholds were used to 
equate the nominal contrasts along the three different 
axes. The resulting axes were defined to intersect at an 
origin corresponding to the mean color (equivalent to 
illuminant C) and luminance (27.5 cd/m’) of the display, 
and scaled contrasts along the three axes in terms of 
multiples of the contrast detection thresholds. These 
times-threshold coordinates are related to the r, h coor- 
dinates in the MacLeod-Boynton chromaticity diagram 
and to luminance Michelson-contrast through the fol- 
lowing equations: 

rmb = O.O00653(L - M),h - 0.000087 S,,, + 0.6568 

bmh = - O.O000343( L - M),h 

+ 0.000323 S,, + 0.01825 

LUM,, = 0.0175 LUM,, 0) 
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where (L - M)th, St,,, and LUM,,, are the multiples of 
threshold contrasts along the cardinal axes. [Note that 
our S axis is inverted relative to the S axis of Derrington 
et al. (1984), so that for a given luminance positive values 
of Sth correspond to greater S cone excitation than the 
background chromaticity.] Subsequent measures of the 
adaptation effects were consistent with our initial esti- 
mates of the equiluminant plane and cardinal axes, but 
suggested a revised scaling of the relative signals along 
the two chromatic axes (as we discuss below). 

test stimuli, though within either of the luminance- 
chromatic planes observers often reported that the hue 
of test stimuli with both luminance and chromatic 
contrast could be matched only approximately. 

Adaptation effects were measured within the three 
planes that isolated different pairs of cardinal axes. 
Within each plane a set of either 8 or 16 test stimuli were 
examined. The tests had a contrast of 17 x threshold and 
were spaced around a circle at equal intervals of 45 
or 22.5 deg. The adaptation stimuli were defined by 
1 Hz sinusoidal variations along the same eight axes 
(again separated by 45 or 22.5 deg), and varied over a 
range of +48 x threshold. All adaptation stimuli thus 
had the same time-averaged luminance and chromaticity 
(equivalent to the background luminance and chroma- 
ticity, and to the mean of the 16 test stimulus coordi- 
nates). 

On a single run, observers made three separate 
matches to the same test stimulus, with the match 
coordinates randomized prior to each setting. The test 
and re-adaptation sequence continued without interrup- 
tion throughout the run, and the time required to make 
the matches was unrestricted. In a daily session subjects 
matched each of the test stimuli following adaptation to 
a single adapting axis, with the order of test and 
adapting stimuli counterbalanced across sessions. The 
results reported are based on the average of three or six 
matches from either one or two sessions for each adapt- 
ing axis. Observers included the authors and four ad- 
ditional subjects, three of whom were unaware of the 
aims of the experiments. 

RESULTS 

Adaptation to chromatic contrast 

Observers viewed the display monocularly from dis- 
tances of 2.5 or 3.7 m. Both the adapting and test stimuli 
were presented in a uniform 2 deg field, centered 1.2 deg 
to one side of a central cross, which observers fixated 
throughout. (In some conditions the field was instead 
presented above or below fixation.) Narrow black bor- 
ders delimited the field from a surround of the same 
average luminance and chromaticity. Observers initially 
adapted for 180 sec. 0.5-set presentations of the test 
stimulus were then interleaved with 6-set re-adaptation 
intervals, with zero-contrast gaps of 1.0 set before and 
0.5 set after each test. Subjects matched the perceived 
lightness and color of the test by adjusting the luminance 
and/or chromaticity of a matching stimulus that was 
presented simultaneously with the test, but in a field 
placed symmetrically to the other side of the fixation 
cross. The matching stimulus thus fell on a retinal 
location that remained adapted to the zero-contrast 
background. The match stimulus was controlled by a 
four-button box that varied the match luminance and 
chromaticity within the plane defining the test and 
adapting axis. For the luminance vs L - M plane or 
the luminance vs S plane one pair of buttons varied the 
match up or down along the luminance axis while the 
second pair varied the match along the chromatic axis, 
so that observers could vary perceived lightness and 
saturation roughly independently. [we discuss our 
choice of the term “lightness” rather than “brightness” 
in Webster and Mollon (1993a), though the perception 
is ambiguous under the conditions of our experiments.] 
Within the equiluminant plane the button pairs were 
instead used to vary the angle or distance of the match 
chromaticity (relative to the background chromaticity), 
so that perceived hue and saturation could be varied 
roughly independently. Restricting the match settings to 
the equiluminant plane rarely resulted in reported fail- 
ures to achieve a satisfactory match to the equiluminant 

Figure 3 shows an example of the matches made to the 
equiluminant tests following adaptation to modulations 
along the S (90-270 deg) axis. The outer symbols show 
the coordinates of the 16 test stimuli, while the inner 
symbols show the six individual matches made to each 
test. The r.m.s. deviation of the individual matches from 
their respective means was 0.93 threshold units. If there 
were no effect of the adaptation, then the match 
coordinates should have remained similar to the test 
coordinates (as confirmed by control measurements 
without adaptation). Instead, adaptation reduced the 
perceived contrast of all test stimuli, so that they were 
matched by less saturated chromaticities that plot closer 
to the achromatic origin. However, these contrast losses 
are clearly selective: the largest changes in perceived 
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FIGURE 3. Individual matches to test stimuli following adaptation to 

the S (96270deg) axis (observer MW). Outer symbols plot the 

coordinates of the 16 tests, inner symbols the six matches made to each 

test. For clarity alternate tests and their corresponding matches are 
represented by solid or open symbols. 
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FfGURE 4. Matches to equilnminant test stimuli foil~wing adaptation tn different directions within the e~n~lurn~~ant plane 
(observer MW). In each figure tke outer solid circles plot the cuordinates uf the test stimuli, whib the inner symbols show 
the matches to the test stimuli following adaptatian to one of two different adapting axes that w&e 90 deg apart. Unc~~~~~d 
symkols near the origin show the mean of tke 16 match coordinates. (A) Matches for t - M (O-180 deg, circles) or S 
(90-270 deg, triangles) adapting axes. (B) 22.5-202.5 deg (circles) or Il2.5~292.5 deg (triangles) adapting axes. (C) 45GQ5 deg 
(circles) or 135-315 deg (triangles) adapting axes. (D) 67.5-247.5 deg (circles) or 157.5-337.5 deg (triangles) adapting axes. Small 

circles plot the matches predicted by a model based on mnkipfe chromatic channels (see Discussicmf, 

contrast occur for the tests lying along the S axis, while 
the least change was for the tests lying near the L - M 
axis. 

Figure 4 shows for one observer how the perceived 
color of the test stimuli was affected by adaptation to 
eight different directions within the ~u~~~rni~ant plane, 
Each panel plots the mean matches to each test after 
adaptation to one of two different adapting directions 
that differed by 3Odeg. fn each case adaptation pro- 
duced the Largest change in perceived contrast for test 
stimuli that were lying along the axis of the adaptation, 
while the least loss in contrast was for stimuli that were 
approx. 9Odeg away from the adapting axis. If the 
channels adapt independently, then a m~~imurn of eight 
chromatic channels with different spectral sensitivities 
would be required to account for these aftereffects. These 

results therefore confirm the variety of chromatic selec- 
tivities suggested by changes in detection thresholds 
following contrast adaptation (Krauskopf el: al., 1986b), 
and suggest that under our suprathreshofd conditions 
the selectivity for chromatic axes intermediate to the 
L - M and S axes can be very pronounced. 

Figure 5 shows similar measurements for two further 
observers, Observer AS again showed- similar selective 
cotor changes regardless of the ada~ing direction. Wow- 
ever, for JM the cofor changes along the S and L - M 
axes were clearly more sele&ive than for the two inter- 
mediate directions tested, with little selectivity evident. 
for the 135-315 deg adapting axis. This result was 
confirmed for JM by additional trials with this adap- 
tation axis, and is the only ease we observed of an 
apparently non-seIe~tive color change. Thus ~udivi~ua~ 
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FIGURE 5. Equiluminant matches for two further observers, following adaptation to the L - M or S axes (A and C), or the 
45-225 or 135-315 deg axes (B and D). Symbols as in Fig 4. 

differences in these aftereffects are evident among the 
small sample of observers we have tested. 

The large changes in contrast induced by adaptation 
occurred despite only small changes in the average 
perceived color of the stimuli, for the mean chromatic&y 
of the 16 match stimuli remained similar to the mean of 
the 16 test stimuli (as indicated by the unconnected 
symbols near the origin in Figs 4 and 5). This pattern of 
aftereffects is very different from the changes that would 
be expected from adaptation to different mean chro- 
maticities, as in conventional chromatic adaptation 
(Jameson & Hurvich, 1972). To confirm this for our 

*The matches following adaptation to the +S or -S mean adapting 
stimuli are compressed along the S axis. This is not due to a 
contrast adaptation effect, but instead results from interposing the 
1 set background chromatic&y after the adapting stimulus and 
before the test stimuli (which was included so that conditions woufd 
be identical to our contrast adaptation conditions). When the test 
stimuli instead immediately followed the mean adapting stimulus 
there was a roughly constant translation of the perceived test color 
along a log S axis, 

conditions, we compared for eight of the test stimuli (at 
45 deg intervals) the aftereffects of adaptation either to 
the f 48 x threshold S modulation, or to static adapting 
colors of +48x or -48 x the S threshold. (Adapting 
and testing conditions were otherwise identical in these 
measurements.) Figure 6 shows that adaptation to the 
different mean colors produced large changes in the 
mean perceived color (biasing color appearance away 
from the adapting chromaticity). The absence of these 
mean changes in the contrast adaptation results thus 
argues against differences in light adaptation as the basis 
for the perceived contrast changes.* 

Hue changes following adaptation 

Adaptation altered not only the perceived contrast of 
the test stimuli, but also produced large changes in their 
perceived hue, or in other words, their perceived direc- 
tion within the equiluminant plane. In general, these hue 
changes corresponded to rotations in perceived direction 
away from the adapting axis, and toward a second, 
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FIGURE 6. Matches following adaptation to a mean change in S cone 
signals (+ 48 x -threshold or -48 x -threshold, triangles), or to modu- 
lations along the S axis of +48x -threshold (open circles, replotted 

from Fig. 4). Solid circles plot the coordinates of the test stimuli. 

orthogonal axis. In contrast, stimuli lying along either 
the adapting axis or the orthogonal axis showed little 
change in perceived hue. That is, stimuli on these two 
axes might appear to have a lower contrast following 
adaptation, but they were still matched by a chroma- 
ticity that fell along the same direction in color space [a 
pattern of results analogous to the “displacement para- 
dox” of auditory (von BCk&sy, 1929) and figural (Osgood 
& Heyer, 1952) aftereffects]. Figure 7 shows the change 
in perceived direction of the 16 test stimuli following 
adaptation to modulations atong the L - M axis. In this 
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FIGURE 7. Changes in the perceived direction (hue) of test stimuli 
following adaptation to modulations along the L-M axis. Solid 
circles plot the difference between the angles of the matching and test 
coordinates, for each test. Solid line plots the angle changes predicted 
by the best-fitting multiplicative sensitivity changes along the L - M 

and S axes (see text). Observer MW. 

case the two tests along either pole of the I_ M or ihe 

S axes exhibited little change in direction. while the 
matches to intermediate test angles were rotated away 
from the L - M axis and toward the S axis. These hue 
changes could be very large (e.g. 3Odeg or more) and 
perceptually very salient. 

As we noted in the Introduction, the pattern of hue 
changes illustrated in Fig. 7 is consistent with differential 
sensitivity changes in only two chromatic channels selec- 
tively tuned to the L - M and S axes. However, if these 
were the only two chromatic channels, then the hue 
changes should always rotate relative to these two axes. 
and the perceived direction of stimuli along the L - M 
and S axes should remain invariant, no matter what the 
direction of the adapting axis. We instead found that 
adaptation to axes intermediate to the L - M and S axes 
biased the perceived direction of L ~ M or S tests off 
their axes. Figure 8 shows the changes in the perceived 
direction of these tests as a function of the adapting 
angle for five observers. Large individual differences are 
evident, yet the general trends in the biases are cfear. 
Note that the biases produced by adaptation had oppo- 
site effects in the two test stimuli lying on opposite sides 
of the L - M or S axes. For example, after adaptation 
to the 45-225 deg axis (in which + S and + L modu- 
lations are in phase) the +L( - M) test required less S 
cone activity than the background to be matched, while 
the + M( - L) test required more S cone activity. These 
opposite changes are again inconsistent with the average 
change in chromatic sensitivity that would be expected 
from conventional light adaptation (as illustrated in 
Fig. 6). Instead, the aftereffects are characterized by 
rotations of the test axes away from the adapting axis. 
Similar results were found for all test directions. includ- 
ing stimuli chosen to lie along the unique hue loci. These 
results therefore suggest that at the level at which the 
adaptation effects occur, there are no directions within 
the equiluminant plane that are invariably encoded by 
only a single chromatic channel. 

Hues that do not change following adaptation 

Following adaptation to each single direction in color 
space, there were two color axes that did not change in 
perceived hue: one of these directions corresponded to 
the adapting axis, and was the axis that all other hues 
were rotated away from, while the second direction 
corresponded to an axis that all other hues were rotated 
toward. To examine the relationship between these two 
directions, we interpolated between the measured hue 
changes in the test stimuli in order to estimate the four 
angles that should have remained unaffected by each 
adaptation axis (i.e. to estimate the four zero-crossings 
in Fig. 7). 

Figure 9(A) plots these four null angles relative to 
each of the eight adaptation directions for observer MW. 
If there were a fixed direction in color space whose angle 
remained invariant, then the points would plot along a 
line of slope - 1 in this figure. Instead, the null directions 
vary consistently with the adapting direction. For each 
adaptation axis two of the null angles (near 0 and 
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FIGURE 8. Changes in the perceived direction of the four test stimuli that differed from the background only in L - M contrast 

or only in S contrast, following adaptation to different directions within the S and L - M plane. (A) + L( - M) test. (B) 

-L( + M) test. (C) +S test. (D) -S test. In each figure the difference between the angles of the match and test coordinates 

are plotted as a function of the angle of the adapting stimulus for five observers (MW, open circles; JM, solid circles; AE, 

open triangles; AS, solid triangles; JP, open diamonds). In (A) and (B), positive angle changes indicate that the L - M test 

was matched by a chromaticity that produced more S cone excitation than the background. In (C) and (D), positive angle 

changes indicate that the S test was matched by a chromaticity that produced more L (less M) cone excitation than the 

background. 

180 deg) lie close to the adapting axis. The second pair 
of angles define approximately an axis that is on average 
90 deg from the adapting axis, yet systematic deviations 
are evident whenever the adapting axis was intermediate 
to the S or L - M axes. Such deviations could arise if our 
original threshold scaling of contrasts along the S and 
L - M axes were inappropriate (either because the 
thresholds were in error or because a different scaling 
applied above threshold). For example, Fig. 9(B) illus- 
“R 34115-D 

trates how changing the relative weights assumed for the 
S and L - M axes will affect the apparent angle between 
two vectors. Increasing the S to L - M ratio by some 
factor, ~1, changes the original angles, 0,) by 

0, = tan-‘[cr tan(O,)]. (2) 

Note that this stretching does not affect the direction of 
stimuli lying along either the S or the L - M axes, yet 
for any intermediate pair of axes there is some resealing 
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that will render the pair 90 deg apart. We therefore revised scaling the null angles for all adapting directtons 
assessed whether there is a single resealing of the L - M are close to 90 deg apart, with an r.m.s. error of 6.9 deg. 
and S axes that would leave all of the null axes 90 deg This scaling thus provides a measure of the relative 
from the adapting axes. This was done by finding the S strengths of the S and L - M cone signals in our specific 
to L - M contrast ratio that minimized the sum of task, and suggests that our nominal circles of rest and 
squared differences between the measured null angles adapting chromaticities are in fact ellipses elongated 
and the predicted nulls (corresponding to the adaptation along the S axis. In terms of cone contrasts it suggests 
axis f 90 deg). that a contrast of 0.01 in the S cones was equivalent to 

Figure 9(C) replots the null angles after resealing the opposing L - M contrasts of 0.0016 in the M cones and 
original threshold ratio of S to L - M by 1.49. With this 0.0008 in the L cones. 
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FIGURE 9. (A) Estimates of the test axes that do not change in perceived direction for each adapting direction. Open circles 

represent opposite poles of an axis that all other directions are biased away from. Solid circles estimate the two poles of the 

axis toward which all hues rotate. The angles are plotted relative to each adapting angle. Thus ordinates of “0 deg” and ‘90 deg” 
correspond to each adapting angle and its orthogonal angle, respectively. (B) Coordinates of test stimuli plotted either in the 

original threshold-scaled space (solid circles), or assuming S signals are 1.5 x stronger (open circles). The revised stating rotates 

all oblique angles toward the S axis. For example, the nominal angles of 45 and 135 deg are transformed to 56 and 124 deg. 
respectively, and thus are no longer orthogonal. The axis orthogonal to 56 deg is instead 146 deg, which in the origk~al sceEng 

corresponds to an angle of I56 deg (and thus is 156 - 45 = 1 I1 deg from the nominal 45 deg axis). (C) Null angles of (A) 

replotted after resealing S contrasts by 1.49. This scaling was chosen to minimize the deviation of each sorid circle from the 
axis orthogonal to the adapting axis. 
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The simple structure of the resealed null angles 
suggests that the direction of hue changes in any test can 
be closely predicted from the angular difference between 
the test and adapting directions within the appropriately 
weighted S and L - M plane. The S and L - M dimen- 
sions represent orthogonal linear combinations of the 
cone excitations. The observed hue changes are thus 
consistent with sensitivity changes in channels whose 
chromatic selectivities depend on different linear combi- 
nations of cone signals. However, at least for some 
observers, the hue changes provide little evidence for any 
bias toward a preferred axis within this representation, 
a bias that might be expected if the sensitivities of the 
channels were strongly biased along specific color direc- 
tions. 

Relationship of hue changes to unique hues 

The organization of chromatic signals along indepen- 
dent S and L - M dimensions can be contrasted with a 
representation in which signals corresponding to the 
red-green and blue-yellow loci of phenomenal color 
appearance are encoded independently. Krauskopf et al. 
(1982) showed that threshold elevations following adap- 
tation to a unique blue-yellow axis were less selective 
than the sensitivity changes following adaptation to the 
L - M or S axes, indicating that the channels underlying 
the threshold changes were more clearly tuned to the 
cardinal directions than to the unique blue-yellow axis. 
As Figs 4 and 5 show, these differences in selectivity were 
not always apparent in our suprathreshold measures. 
Nevertheless, we could evaluate these alternative models 
because they predicted different patterns of hue change 
in the test stimuli. 

Figure 10(A) plots the vocations of the four unique 
hues {red, blue, green, and yellow) within our equilumi- 
nant plane (resealed by our revised estimate of the 
relative sensitivities along the S and L - M axes). The 
angle corresponding to each hue was estimated at two 
different contrasts (17 x and 48 x the original contrast 
threshold) by varying the color angle of the 0.5 set test 
in four randomly interleaved staircases, with the ob- 
server required to judge on each trial the color deviation 
from the unique hue (e.g. “too red” or “too green” for 
unique yellow). Consistent with previous measures (e.g. 
Burns, Elsner, Pokorny & Smith, 1984), the red-green 
axis lay close to the L-M axis but was curved, while blue 
and yellow were colinear along an axis intermediate to 
the two cardinal directions. 

If unique blue-yellow and unique red-green were 
encoded independently, then adaptation to unique 
blue-yellow should have no effect on the perceived hue 
of unique red or unique green. On the other hand, the 
hue changes illustrated in Fig. 9 suggest instead that 
blue-yellow adaptation should cause all hues to rotate 
toward an axis 90 deg away from the blue-yellow axis 
within the appropriately weighted L - M and S plane. 
To test this, we adapted to modulations along the 
blue-yellow axis and then matched the appearance of a 
range of test stimuli near unique red or unique green. 
Figure 10 plots the change in perceived angle of test 

directions spanning either the green [Fig. 10(B)] or the 
red [Fig. 10(C)] color angles. Also shown are the null 
directions predicted by the orthogonal directions. 
Unique green showed little change following adaptation, 
but it was close to 90 deg from the blue-yellow axis 
based on our revised scaling of the S and L - M axes, 
and this result is thus consistent with either model. On 
the other hand, a clear hue change was found for unique 
red, which shifted in appearance toward blue, and the 
color angle that did not change was again close to the 
angle predicted by the orthogonal axis in the S vs L - M 
plane. 

Contrast response changes following adaptation 

As an index of the selectivity of the adaptation effects 
for different adapting directions, we compared the sensi- 
tivity changes along the adapting and orthogonal axes 
for each adaptation axis. This analysis required us to 
assess the functional form of the response changes 
produced by color contrast adaptation, or in other 
words, to assess how contrast adaptation alters the 
contrast response function. To estimate directly the 
functional form of the sensitivity changes, we measured 
the effects of the 48 x -threshold adapting modulations 
on a wide range of test contrasts. Figure I1 plots the 
changes in perceived contrast along the adapting and 
orthogonal axes for adapting and test axes that were 
either along the L - M or S axes, or along axes of 45-225 
or 135-3 15 deg based on our revised (1.49 x ) scaling of 
S contrasts. These intermediate axes therefore corre- 
sponded to angles of 56.1-236.1 and 123.9-303.9 deg in 
our original threshold scaling. (Again this resealing does 
not alter the angles of the cardinal axes.) Symbols show 
the log change in perceived contrast as a function of the 
test contrast. Over the full range of contrasts the per- 
ceived contrast changes were larger along the adapting 
axis than along the orthogonal axis, indicating a selective 
aftereffect for each adapting direction. In fact, in these 
measurements the response changes for intermediate or 
cardinal axes were largely indistinguishable. At 
suprathreshold contrasts the stimuli could be matched 
for both saturation and hue. Hue angles for the match- 
ing stimuli remained similar to the test angles, for tests 
on both the adapting and orthogonal axes. This suggests 
that the scaling of weights along the cardinal axes is 
largely independent of test contrast. 

Figure 11 also shows the contrast changes predicted 
by the best fitting multiplicative or subtractive changes 
in the perceived contrast of the test stimuli. A multiplica- 
tive adaptation effect predicts that any test contrast will 
be reduced by the same proportion, and thus plots as a 
constant log change in the figure. Alternatively, a sub- 
tractive adaptation effect predicts that any test will be 
reduced in contrast by the same absolute amount. The 
observed contrast changes are intermediate to the pre- 
dictions of these two models. Both can be shown to be 
inadequate descriptions of the contrast changes by as- 
sessing the changes in perceived contrast by one-way 
ANOVAS: Significant effects of test contrast were found 
whether the contrast changes were expressed as the 
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FIGURE IO. (A) Location of the unique hues within the rescafed equifuminant plane. The angle corresponding to each unique 

hut is shown at two different contrasts. (B) Changes in the perceived direction of test angles spanning the pre-adapt 

unique-green axis, following adaptation to the unique blue -yellow axis. Solid line shows the mean of measurements from two 

different sessions (unconnected symbols. based on three matches each). Orthogonal axis is the angle 90 deg from the blue yeffo\r 

adapting axis. (C) Changes in the perceived direction of test angles spanning the pre-adapt unique-red axis. 

linear (subtractive) or the log (multiplicative) difference 
between the match and test stimuli. Instead, the observed 
contrast changes approximate power functions, similar 

*These functions describe the perceived contrast changes only for the 

single adaptation contrast and the range of test contrasts we 

measured, for adaptation typically has little effect on test contrasts 

higher than the adapting contrast (Blakemore ef al., 1971; 

Georgeson, 1985). while the power functions instead predict in- 
creases in the perceived contrast of high contrast tests. Additional 

measurements at a reduced L-M adapting contrast of 24x - 

threshold produced little change in 48 x -threshold tests while 

producing large changes in test contrasts below 24 x -threshold. 
These equations would also fail to predict differences in selectivity 

of the adaptation effects for different adapting axes. as were evident 

for some observers. 

to the aftereffects reported by Blakemore et al. ( 197 I ) for 
contrast changes in luminance sinewave gratings. Expo- 
nents were similar for the different adapting axes. For 
results pooled across different adapting axes, the changes 
in perceived contrast (AC), as a function of test contrast 
(C,) were best fitted by 

AC = - 1.36 CFU for tests on the adapting axis. and 

AC = -0.26 Cy I2 for tests on the orthogonal axis.* 

(3) 

Figure 12 shows the matches made following adap- 
tation to the L - M axis for observer MW (replotted 
from Fig. 4) and compares them with the sensitivity 
changes predicted by the multiplicative or subtractive 
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FIGURE Il. Effects of 48 x adapting contrasts on tests of different 
contrasts. The log change in matching contrast is plotted for tests lying 
along either the adapting axis (solid symbols) or the orthogonal axis 
(open symbols). The different symbols plot the results for the four 
different adapting axes tested (indicated for the data points for the 
matches to lowest test contrasts), and are the average of 12 settings (six 
each from tests on opposite poles of the axis). Solid lines show the 
best-fitting constant subtractive change in test contrast along either the 
adapting or orthogonal axes, while dashed lines plot the best-fitting 

multiplicative change. 

models or the empirically defined power function. The 
resulting matches are reasonably approximated by either 
the power function or the multiplicative change. On the 
other hand, subtractive changes provide a poor descrip- 
tion of the matches: the absolute loss in perceived 
contrast along the adapting axis is too large to account 
for the absolute change at intermediate test angles. 
Differences between the models are also evident in the 
predicted hue changes in the test stimuli. A subtractive 
effect exhibits large deviations from the observed 
changes in perceived test direction, yet these hue changes 
are well fitted by either the multiplicative (plotted in 
Fig. 7) or the empirical power function. These differences 
were clear across all adaptation angles and for all 

*For adapting angles intermediate to the S and L-M axes, this 
analysis initially failed to account for the observed color changes, 
because it often predicted sets of matches that exhibited the wrong 
orientation. For example, it is apparent in Fig. 4(C) that the 
matches following adaptation to the 45-225 or 135-315 deg axes 
form ellipses whose orientations are biased toward the L - M axis. 
These biases could again arise from an inappropriate scaling of the 
signals along the S and L - M axes. Thus as a second measure of 
this scaling, we varied the nominal S to L - M contrast ratio to find 
the single value that gave the best fit of the observed matches for 
all oblique adapting axes. For observer MW, this required increas- 
ing the relative weights assumed for S signals by a factor of 1.37, 
close to the value of 1.49 estimated from the perceived hue changes. 
Similar scaling constants were required to fit the matches for three 
further observers, though a fifth observer’s matches were instead 
consistent with the original scaling. Note that while this resealing 
markedly improved the fits to the matches, it had very little effect 
on our estimates of the multiplicative sensitivity changes, when 
these changes were expressed as the log loss in sensitivity. 
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FIGURE 12. Matches following adaptation to the L - M axis (open 
circles, replotted from Fig. 4), compared to a multiplicative (solid line) 
or subtractive (dotted line) adaptation effect, or to the empirically 
defined power function (dashed line). The functions were fitted by 
assuming independent sensitivity changes in the components of the test 
vector along the adapting (L - M) and orthogonal (S) axis. For the 
multiplicative or subtractive models, the magnitudes of constant log or 
linear changes along the two axes were varied to minimize the sum of 
square deviations from the 16 match coordinates. The predictions for 
the power function were instead constrained by equation (3). Differ- 
ences between the means of the 16 match and 16 test coordinates were 
subtracted out prior to fitting the functions, though this had little effect 

on the calculated sensitivity changes. 

observers. Thus for the restricted range of contrasts 
examined in matches to the 17 x -threshold tests, a 
multiplicative change appeared to provide a close and 
simple approximation to the observed adaptation effects. 
We therefore used a multiplicative sensitivity change in 
order to compare the selectivity for different adapting 
directions. However, the form of the contrast changes 
exhibited in Fig. 12 may not relate directly to how 
adaptation is changing the responses in individual chan- 
nels, for it also depends on how selective the channels are 
for different color directions, and if there are more than 
two chromatic channels, it will depend on how the 
responses across channels are pooled (see Discussion).* 

Figure 13 compares the predicted multiplicative sensi- 
tivity changes along the adapting and orthogonal axes 
for the different adapting directions. With only one 
exception for one observer (JM, 135-315 deg adapt) the 
estimated sensitivity changes are larger along the adapt- 
ing axis than along the orthogonal axis, again indicating 
that the adaptation effect can be selective for any 
direction within the equiluminant plane. However, for 
all but one observer (AS) aftereffects were assessed by 
this procedure to be more selective following adaptation 
to the cardinal axes than to intermediate directions. This 
analysis therefore confirms the special status of these 
chromatic directions in contrast adaptation (Krauskopf 
et al., 1982), but again suggests that comparable selectiv- 
ity also occurs for intermediate adapting axes for some 
observers. For all observers the effects of adaptation on 
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FIGURE 13. Predicted multiplicative sensitivity changes along adapt- 
ing (solid lines) and orthogonal (dashed lines) axes for different 
adapting directions. Individual curves correspond to the different 

observers tested. 

the perceived color of any test is in general well described 
by the independent sensitivity changes that adaptation 
produces along the adapting and orthogonal axes. This 
suggests that the changes in perceived contrast and per- 
ceived hue of the test stimuli reflect the same underlying 
response changes. 

Adaptation to combined luminance and chromatic vari- 
ations 

In this section we consider how adaptation to stimuli 
that vary in chromaticity and/or luminance affect both the 
perceived color and the perceived lightness of test stimuli. 
Figures 14 and 15 show for three observers the matches 
made to test stimuli following adaptation to different 
directions within the plane defined by the luminance and 
L - M chromatic axes. Changes in the perceived color 
and lightness of the test stimuli were again selective for the 
direction in color-luminance space of the adapting modu- 

lation. That is, the largest changes in perceived contrast 
corresponded to the direction of the adapting axis. This 
suggests that the appearance of the stimuli depends on 
adaptable mechanisms that can be selectively tuned to 

‘No differences were evident among the matches made following 
adaptation to +90 or -90 deg phase shifts between the luminance 
and chromatic variations. Thus, at least as assessed by our 0.5 set 
pulsed tests, the aftereffects do not appear to be selective for the 
angular direction (clockwise vs counter-clockwise) of the lumi- 
nance-color change. We also did not observe differences between 
the perceived color changes in our pulsed tests following sawtooth 
vs sinusoidal modulations along a single axis, though sawtooth 
modulation has been found to elevate thresholds differentially for 
step changes along different poles of the adapting axis (Krauskopf 
ef al., 1982). 

different combinations of luminance and chromatic cot>- 

trast. These selective interactions between suprathreshold 
luminance and chromatic stimuli were observed even 
when the chromatic variations modulated activity only in 

the S cones (Fig. 16) even though the S cones appear to 
make little contribution to conventional measures of 
luminance sensitivity (Lennie rt ul., 1993). 

Within the luminance and L. - M plane. adapting 

angles of 45-225 or I35 3 I5 deg correspond to roughly 
equal modulations in luminance and + L( -- M) chroma- 
ticity that are added together either in phase (455225 deg) 
or 180 deg out of phase (135 --3 15 deg). However, in both 
cases the temporal variations in luminance and chroma- 
ticity are correlated. We also tested the effects of adap- 

tation when the same luminance and chromatic 
components were shifted in phase by 90 deg, so that 
luminance and chromaticity were not linearly correlated. 
This results in an adapting stimulus that varies along a 

circle of fixed radius [(48/,/2) x -threshold], in the lumi- 
nance-chromatic plane, rather than along a single axis. 
The matches following adaptation to this uncorrelated 
color-luminance variation are plotted along with the 
45-225 and 135-3 15 deg results in Fig. 14(C). and reflect 
the largely nonspecific sensitivity losses that would be 
expected for all three of these adapting stimuli if the 
channels were sensitive only to the independent lumi- 
nance and chromatic variations in the stimuli. The fact 
that the same luminance and chromatic components 
instead produced different adaptation effects, depending 
on how they were combined with each other. again 
indicates that there are adaptable mechanisms that can be 
selectively tuned to these covariations.* 

To compare how selective the aftereffects were for 
different adapting directions, we again approximated the 
matches by fitting independent multiplicative sensitivity 
changes along the adapting and orthogonal axes. These 
estimates confirmed that the adaptation effect was selec- 
tive for any direction tested. All observers tended to show 
more selective changes following equiluminant chromatic 
adaptation than following luminance adaptation, which 
surprisingly, appeared little more selective than inter- 
mediate adapting directions. This asymmetry between 
luminance and chromatic adaptation reflects in part the 
finding that chromatic adaptation had less effect on the 
perceived contrast of luminance tests than vice versa. 
Chromatic adaptation and luminance tests were in fact 
the only conditions that consistently suggested a lack of 
cross adaptation between any adapting and test axes. 

Adaptation to different luminance/chromatic axes 
again induced systematic distortions in the perceived 
direction of the test stimuli, with no test direction remain- 
ing invariant. As an example, Fig. 17 plots for four 
observers the change in perceived direction of the two 
equiluminant L - M test stimuli or the two pure lumi- 
nance test stimuli as a function of the direction of the 
adapting axis. Note again that these changes were ro- 
tations of the test axes away from the adapting axis, and 
thus adaptation induced opposite effects on opposite 
poles of the test axes. For example, after adaptation to the 
45-225 deg axis (a modulation between “bright-red” and 
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FIGURE 14. Matches to test stimuli following adaptation to different directions within the luminance and L - M plane, for 
observer MW. Symbols as defined in Fig. 4. (A) Matches following adaptation to pure chromatic (L - M, circles) or pure 
luminance (triangles) adaptation. (B) 22.5-202.5 deg (circles) or 112.5-292.5 deg (triangles) adapting axes. (C) 45-225 deg 
(circles) or 135-315 deg (t~angles~ adapting axes. (D) 67.5-247.5 deg (circles) or 157.5-337.5 deg (triangles) adapting axes. (C) 
Also shows the matches following adaptation to uncorrelated luminance and L - M chromatic contrast (small solid circles), 
achieved by modulating luminance and chromaticity 90 deg out of phase in the adapting stimulus. The luminance and chromatic 
components were the same as for the 45-225 and 135-315 deg adapting stimuli, in which luminance and + L( - M) chromaticity 

instead vary in phase (45-225 deg) or 180 deg out of phase (135-31.5 deg). 

“dark-green”) the + L( - M) chromatic test (equilumi- perceived direction for each adapting axis (estimated for 
nant “red”) appeared darker than the background, while observer MW as in Fig. 9). Again it is evident that these 
the - L( + M) chromatic test (equiluminant “green”) null angles do not correspond to fixed directions in color 
appeared brighter than the background. Similarly, adap- space, but instead vary systematically with the adapting 
tation to this axis caused the pure luminance direction. To a first approximation, the perceived hue 
increment to appear greener, while the pure luminance and lightness of any test rotates away from the adapting 
decrement appeared redder. These aftereffects suggest axis and toward the orthogonal axis. However, null 
that pure luminance or pure chromatic stimuli are not angles for intermediate adapting axes (i.e. for modu- 
uniquely encoded by purely luminance-sensitive or lations in both luminance and chromaticity) appeared 
purely chromatic-sensitive mechanisms. Similar af- systematically shifted off the adapting axis and toward 
tereffects occurred for all of the test directions. Figure 18 the chromatic axis (so that test stimuli on the adapting 
plots estimates of the test angles that did not change in axis were rotated in appearance toward the luminance 
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axis). This suggests that intermediate adapting axes and separated by 0.4deg gaps. The adapting stimulus 
produced differentially larger changes in chromatic sen- was presented in all four quadrants in phase. After a 
sitivity than in luminance sensitivity. This result is in 0.5 set delay, the test stimulus was displayed in one of 
contrast to the null angles determined for the equilumi- the four fields until the observer identified the quadrant 
nant plane (which instead remained close to the adapting by pressing one of four buttons. In each session observ- 
axis), and cannot be compensated by resealing the axes. ers adapted to a single adapting axis and were then tested 
Instead, it again suggests an asymmetry between the for four randomly interleaved test stimuli (correspond- 
adaptation effects for luminance and chromatic contrast. ing to the two poles of the adapting or orthogonal axis). 

Effects of adaptation on reaction times 

As an alternative, performance, measure of the con- 
trast changes following adaptation, we measured the 
effects of adaptation on reaction times for detecting the 

test stimuli, under the assumption that lower perceived 
contrasts should take longer to respond to (Henmon, 
1906). For these measurements the screen was divided 
into four 2 deg fields symmetric about the fixation point 

Figure 19 shows the reaction times for stimuli within 
the equiluminant plane. The reaction times are plotted as 
a function of test contrast before or after adaptation 
either to the L - M or S axes, or to intermediate 
directions of 45-225 or 135-315 deg. Reaction times 
were similar for the different test directions. and asymp- 
toted with increasing test contrast. Following adaptation 
to each adapting direction, test stimuli that were along 
the axis of adaptation took substantially longer to 
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or 135-315 deg axes (B and D). Symbols as in Fig. 4. 
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respond to. Thus these results are consistent with the chromatic planes. (In these measurements the dela\ 
selective changes in perceived contrast measured by our between the adapting and test interval was increased to 
matching procedure, and suggest that these selective 1 .O set, and this longer delay accounts for the weaker 
changes are also evident at very low test contrasts. adaptation effect in the chromatic stimuli compared to 
Figure 20 shows similar results for observer JM. Surpris- Fig. 19.) Reaction times for luminance tests were consist- 
ingly his reaction times indicate clear selectivity for the ently shorter than for chromatic tests. with both again 
135-315 deg adapting axis, though this selectivity was asymptoting at low contrasts. Adaptation again showed 
not evident in his matching results (Fig. 5). significant selectivity for the combined-luminance and 

Figures 21 and 22 show how adaptation affected chromatic axes (as assessed by Mann-Whitney tests of 
reaction times to stimuli within the two luminance- the reaction times for tests lying along the test axes vs 
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FIGURE 17. Changes in the perceived direction of the four test stimuli that differed from the background only in equiluminant 

L - M contrast or only in luminance contrast, following adaptation to different directions within the luminance and L - M 

plane. In each figure the difference between the angles of the match and test coordinates are plotted as a function of the angle 
of the adapting stimulus for four observers (MW, open circles; JM, solid circles; RV, open triangles; AS, solid triangles, tested 

only for the 45-225 and 135-315 deg adapting axes). In (A) and (B), positive angle changes indicate that the L - M test was 
matched by a stimulus that had a higher luminance than the background. In (C) and (D), positive angle changes indicate that 

the luminance test was matched by a stimulus that had a higher + L( - M) chromaticity than the background. 
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FIGURE 18. Estimates of the axes that did not change in perceived 

direction following adaptation to different angles within the luminance 

and L - M plane. Ordinates of “0 deg” and “ 180 deg” correspond to 

the adapting angle, while values of “90 deg” and “270 deg” corre- 

sponds to angles + 90 deg from the adapting axis. The three nulls near 

270 deg for the 112.5-292.5 deg adapting axis are due to the match to 

the 45 deg test, which was rotated very slightly (0.3 deg) toward the 

adapting axis (introducing additional zero crossings). 

along the orthogonal axes). However, this selectivity was 
substantially weaker than for either the luminance or the 
chromatic adapting axis, and thus appeared weaker than 
the selective interactions suggested by our matching 
results. [Additional matches to low contrast (6 x) tests 
following adaptation to the 45-225 deg axis (con- 
trast = 24 x ) were strongly selective for the adapting axis, 
suggesting that the weaker selectivity in the reaction times 
was not due only to the low contrasts examined.] 

Interocular transfer of adaptation 

In our final measures we examined whether the color 
changes produced by different adapting axes exhibit inte- 
rocular transfer. Measures of threshold changes following 
adaptation suggest that sensitivity losses transfer for both 
luminance and chromatic contrast (Krauskopf et al., 
1982; Chan, De Valois & Switkes, 1986), yet color- 
contingent aftereffects such as the McCollough effect 
appear strongly monocular (Stromeyer, 1978). To test for 
transfer in our task, subjects viewed the display through 
a haploscope that presented the adapting or the 
test/matching fields to the same or opposite eyes. The 
fields were again 2 deg squares centered above (test and 
adapt) or below (match) fixation. The “unstimulated” eye 
remained exposed to the background color. 

Opposite-eye adaptation to each of the three cardinal 
directions showed significant transfer as measured by 
contrast changes along the adapting axis, and the degree 
of transfer was comparable following luminance or either 
type of chromatic adaptation. Figure 23 shows matches to 
equiluminant test stimuli following adaptation to the 
equiluminant axes of 45-225 or 135-3 15 deg (in the S vs 
L - M plane resealed by 1.49). For observer MW the 

selectivity of the monocular and dichoptic aftereffects 
appeared qualitatively similar, suggesting that the two 
conditions differed only in the effective contrast of the 
adapting stimulus. Surprisingly, however, the second 
observer showed a significant but largely nonselective 
color change following dichoptic adaptation, despite 
clear selectivity for same-eye adaptation. We do not know 
the bases for these differences; both observers exhibited 
good stereopsis as assessed informally with random dot 
stereograms, though we did not attempt more rigorous 
tests of their binocular vision, 

We also tested for binocular interactions in the adapt- 
ing stimulus by presenting different adapting stimuli to 
the two eyes, For example, the 45-225 deg adapting 
stimulus can be decomposed into the component modu- 
lations along the S and L - M axes, and these com- 
ponents presented to different eyes. Again, the 
135-3 15 deg adapting stimulus has the same components 
and thus differed only in the relative phase of the temporal 
modulation in the two eyes. JP reported that S and L - M 
components presented to opposite eyes appeared rival- 
rous, and she yielded matches indistinguishable from the 
matches for the same-eye adapting component presented 
alone. Observer MW reported little rivalry (and pro- 
nounced fusion) but again exhibited aftereffects that were 
strongly dominated by the same-eye component, 
suggesting that there is little binocular integration of the 
adapting signals. 

DISCUSSION 

To summarize, we have found that contrast adaptation 
to any direction in color-luminance space selectively 
reduces the perceived contrast of the adapting axis, and 
biases the perceived hue and lightness of any stimulus 
away from the adapting axis. Such aftereffects imply that 
the adapted channels can be selectively tuned to any 
direction within color-luminance space, with no direction 
encoded by only a single channel. 

The changes in perceived hue we observed are consist- 
ent with earlier reports by Guth (1982) and Moxley and 
Guth (198 l), who measured the effects of adapting to an 
alternation between two monochromatic lights on the 
perceived hue of monochromatic stimuli. As in the pre- 
sent study, they found that hue changes could be induced 
in any test stimulus, implying that no chromatic direction 
invariably isolates only a single post-receptoral chromatic 
mechanism. Moreover, they similarly argued from the 
pattern of these hue changes that the sensitivities of the 
adapted channels differ from the “red-green” and 
“blue-yellow” dimensions of color appearance. 

In many respects our results are also similar to the 
effects of chromatic contrast adaptation on chromatic 
detection thresholds that were measured by Krauskopf 
et al. (1982). In particular, our suprathreshold color 
changes parallel their threshold results in showing some 
selectivity for any chromatic direction (Krauskopf et al., 
1986b), but greater selectivity following adaptation to the 
L - M or Saxes. A similar pattern of results has also been 
reported for measures of the chromatic properties of the 
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tilt aftereffect (Flanagan et al., 1990). For some observ- 
ers in the present study, the selectivity of the color 
changes for adapting directions intermediate to the 
L - M and S axes was pronounced. This suggests that 
mechanisms that can be tuned to these intermediate 
directions may play a salient role in color appearance. 

In the present study we also found pronounced inter- 
actions between luminance and chromatic contrast, 
suggesting that there are channels that can be selectively 

tuned to specific combinations of luminance and chro- 
matic contrast. In this respect our results differ from the 

threshold results of Krauskopf et al. (1982) who found 
instead that adaptation affected luminance and chro- 
matic detection thresholds independently. This differ- 
ence could reflect either task differences (detection 
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threshold vs suprathreshold appearance), or differences in 
the stimuli [e.g. 1 Hz adapt and 0.5 set square test pulses 
in the present study compared to 4 H7 adapt and 
Gaussian test pulses (50 msec standard deviation) in the 
study of Krauskopfer u/.1. Both of these factors can affect 
the magnitude of adaptation-dependent interactions be- 
tween luminance and color. Webster and Mellon ( 1993a) 
examined how contrast adaptation biased the relative 
luminosities of two chromaticities [as illustrated in 
Fig. 17(A, B)], when the luminosities were measured by 
judging either the perceived lightness, or the flicker or the 
motion of heterochromatic gratings: adaptation pro- 

duced large biases in lightness matches and moderate 
biases in minimum-motion settings for gratings counter- 
phased at 1 Hz. but had little effect on luminosities 
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FIGURE 19. Reaction times as a function of test contrast, for stimuli along adapting or orthogonal axes within the S and 
L - M plane. The four figures show results for the four different adapting directions tested. either before (pre) or after (post) 

adaptation. Each point is the average of reaction times for tests on opposite poles of the test axis, and is based on 200 trials. 
The observer was MW. 
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FIGURE 20. Reaction times for equiluminant tests following adaptation to the L - M (A) or 135-315 deg (B) adapting axes, 
for observer JM. 

measured by flicker or minimum-motion settings at 
15 Hz. These differences are likely to reflect differences in 
the relative sensitivities to luminance and chromatic con- 
trast under the different measurement conditions (Web- 
ster & Mollon, 1993a). In the present study we also found 
that interactions between luminance and chromatic con- 
trast appeared substantially weaker when measured by 
reaction times than when measured by contrast matching. 
Like minimum-motion or flicker judgments, reaction 
times for luminance contrast may thus reflect processes 
that have less sensitivity to chromatic contrast than the 
processes underlying lightness judgments. For example, 
such differences could result if lightness judgments de- 
pend primarily on the strongly color-opponent parvocel- 
lular pathways, while reaction times to luminance 
contrast depend on magnocellular pathways, whose cells 
exhibit only weak opponency (Lennie et al., 1993). Gegen- 
furtner and Kiper (1992) have also observed phase- 
specific interactions between luminance and chromatic 
contrast in a masking paradigm, but found that these 
interactions depended on the spatial properties of the 
stimulus. 

Contrast adaptation and cone-speciJic adaptation 

Guth (1982) noted that the specific hue changes he 
measured could also be mimicked by conventional light 
adaptation, and thus did not unambiguously reflect post- 
receptoral channels that combine the signals from differ- 
ent cones. For example, von Kries adaptation in 
cone-selective pathways could alter the appearance of any 
chromaticity, and these changes would always be relative 
to the mean adapting chromaticity, even if they depend on 
independent sensitivity changes within only three cone 
classes. However, our own contrast matching results 
cannot be accounted for by cone-specific changes, either 
in mean sensitivity or in contrast sensitivity. The signature 
of mean sensitivity changes is an average change in color 

appearance. Adaptation to modulations of chromaticity 
around a fixed mean in fact has little effect on average 
perceived color, and instead affects perceived contrasts 
relative to the mean. Figure 6 illustrates empirically the 
qualitatively different effects that light adaptation and 
contrast adaptation have on color appearance under our 
stimulus conditions. Shapiro and Zaidi (1992) have also 
illustrated distinct light adaptation and contrast adap- 
tation effects on detection thresholds. 

A contrast adaptation effect within pathways selective 
for the three classes of cones is inconsistent with the clear 
selectivity we observed for multiple directions within 
color-luminance space. Krauskopf et al. (1982) have also 
noted that cone-specific contrast adaptation is inconsist- 
ent with the lack of cross-adaptation between luminance 
and chromatic contrast. Because the spectral sensitivities 
of the cones overlap, luminance contrast can produce 
much larger modulations in the cones than chromatic 
contrast, yet luminance contrast adaptation has little 
effect on chromatic contrast sensitivity (Krauskopf et al., 
1982; Bradley et al., 1988). 

The task specificity and temporal-frequency specificity 
of adaptation-induced biases in luminosity matches also 
argue against a peripheral, cone-specific locus of the 
sensitivity changes (Webster & Mollon, 1993a). More- 
over, Webster and Mollon (1993a) found that the lumi- 
nosity biases are spatially selective, while Flanagan et al. 
(1989) have reported that perceived hue changes follow- 
ing equiluminant grating adaptation are orientation- 
selective. Similarly, changes in contrast thresholds 
following either luminance or chromatic contrast adap- 
tation are selective for both spatial frequency and orien- 
tation (Gilinsky, 1968; Blakemore & Campbell, 1969; 
Bradley et al., 1988). In the present study we have also 
found that the adaptation-induced changes in color 
appearance can exhibit strong interocular transfer 
(though there appeared to be qualitative differences 
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among the two observers tested). Krauskopf et al. ( 1982) 
and Chan et al. (1986) noted that changes in chromatic 
threshold sensitivity also exhibit transfer. Such demon- 
strations of spatial selectivity and interocular transfer 
are consistent with (but do not prove) a cortical site for 
the sensitivity changes resulting from contrast adap- 
tation. Supporting this, physiological studies have failed 
to observe significant contrast adaptation in geniculate 
cells, while cells in the striate cortex do adapt to contrast 
(Maffei, Fiorentini & Bisti, 1973; Ohzawa, Sclar & 

Freeman, 1985; Derrington et al., 1984; Sclar, Lennie & 
De Priest, 1989). 

Multiple channel models of contrast adaptation 

At this presumably central level, we have shown that 
the conventional model of post-receptoral color vision 
based on three independent channels fails to account for 
the changes in color appearance following contrast 
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adaptation. However, this model could be modihed in at 
least two different ways to account for our results. One 
way would be to postulate many more than three 
independently-adaptable channels, each tuned to a 
different direction in color space. [We use “independent” 
adaptation in analogy with cone-specific adaptation. 
to mean that the sensitivity of one mechanism is 
uninfluenced by the adaptive state of other mechanisms 
(Stiles, 1959). This does not imply that the tuning 
functions of the channels are non-overlapping. or that 
sensitivity changes in different channels are uncorre- 
lated.] A second way our results could arise is if 

the channels do not adapt independently, but instead 
exhibit adaptation-dependent interactions that alter 
their tuning properties. We consider these two alterna- 
tives in turn. 

A common assumption of color models is that the 
selectivity of individual color-luminance mechanisms is 
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FIGURE 21. Effect of adaptation on reaction times to tests in the luminance and L - M plane. The observer was MW. 
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contrast was fixed at 2.8 x the pre-adapt threshold. (A) The reaction times before or after either S or luminance adaptation. 

(B) Corresponding results for the 45-225 or 135-315 deg adapting and test axes. The observer was MW. 

a consequence of different linear combinations of the 
cone signals. Thus 

R, = wLiL + wMiM + w,,S (4) 

where R, is the sensitivity of the ith mechanism, and the 
ws are the weights attached to the signals from each class 
of cone. This equation closely characterizes the color 
selectivities of geniculate cells (Derrington et al., 1984) 
and of most simple cells in striate cortex (Lennie, 
Krauskopf & Sclar, 1990). Within the linear cone- 
excitation space, it predicts that the relative sensitivity of 
any mechanism to any axis is given by the cosine of the 
angle between the axis and the mechanism’s preferred 
direction. The preferred direction thus uniquely specifies 
the sensitivity of any mechanism (Derrington et al., 
1984). 

We asked whether the changes in perceived color that 
we observed could arise from differential adaptation in 
multiple mechanisms that combine the cone signals 
linearly. Since the aftereffects appeared most selective for 
the L - M and S axes, we assumed that the mechanisms’ 
preferred chromatic directions formed two (bipolar) 
Gaussian distributions centered on the L - M or S 
directions. [A distribution of this type was suggested by 
Krauskopf et al. (1982) to account for the residual 
selectivity for intermediate directions in their threshold 
task.] Thus the channel density as a function of chro- 
matic angle (0, in deg) was given by: 

D (0) = {exp[ - 1/2(@/a)*] 

+ exp[ - 1/2((90 - O)/C)~]} (5) 

where D is the standard deviation of the distributions 
around the L - M (0 or 180 deg) or S (90 or 270 deg) 
axes. (In actual calculations we used a discrete distri- 
bution at 1 deg intervals.) We also assumed that color 
appearance depended on the total responses of the 

mechanisms along either the L - M or the S dimensions: 
Perceived direction corresponded to the ratio of L - M 
to S while perceived contrast corresponded to their 
vector sum. The total response prior to adaptation was 
normalized to equal the unadapted test contrast. 

To bracket possible forms of the adaptation effect, we 
modeled the response change due to adaptation either as 
a multiplicative or a subtractive sensitivity loss. In either 
case the magnitude of the sensitivity change was as- 
sumed to be proportional to the sensitivity of the 
channel to the adapting axis. Thus the adapted sensi- 
tivity, D,, was related to the unadapted sensitivity, D,, 
either by 

D,(O) = D,(O)[l - mJcos(O - $)I] (6) 

for the multiplicative change, or by 

D,(O) = D,(O) - mJcos(O - $)I (7) 

for the subtractive change, where 0 and (b are the 
preferred channel angle and adapting angle, respectively, 
and m is the sensitivity change along the adapting axis. 
The observed adaptation effect measured over a range of 
test contrasts is intermediate to these two effects 
(Fig. 1 I), and thus is not correctly predicted by either 
model. However, we showed in Figs 7 and 12 that the 
perceived color changes in the 17 x -threshold tests could 
be closely approximated by multiplicative sensitivity 
changes. The resulting ellipses rule out a subtractive 
sensitivity change based on only two mechanisms. How- 
ever, if the mechanisms form a broad distribution of 
preferred color directions, then the multiplicative and 
subtractive hypotheses make similar predictions for the 
relative color changes along different directions (at a 
fixed test contrast), since the predicted changes also 
reflect the pooling of signals across mechanisms. Thus for 
broad distributions of channels the predicted matches to 
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the 17 x -threshold tests turn out to be relatively inde- 
pendent of which form of adaptation is assumed. 

Finally, stimulus contrasts along the S axis were 
resealed in order to correct for the biases in hue angles 
and ellipse orientations that we attributed to errors in 

the relative sensitivities assumed for the L - M and S 
axes. For three of the observers (MW, AS, and JM) we 
increased S contrasts by a value of 1.4, while the matches 
of the fourth observer (AE) were instead consistent with 
the original value of 1.0. 

The resulting model had two free parameters: m, the 
sensitivity loss along the adapting axis, and 0, the 
standard deviation of preferred directions along the 
L - M or S axes. If 0 is very small, then the model 
reduces to a conventional model with two chromatic 
channels, one sensitive to the L - M signals and the 
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second sensitive to the S signals (as illustrated in Fig. I ). 
Alternatively, as rr becomes larger the channels approach 
a uniform distribution, with an equal density at any 
chromatic direction. We therefore varied the value of cr 

to find the distribution that best accounted for the 
observed matches. This was done for each observer by 
varying m and 0 to estimate simultaneously the least 
squares fit of the model to the observed equiluminant 
matches for all equiluminant adapting axes. 

Figures 4 and 5 show that the model provides a good 
approximation to the color changes for all of the adapt- 
ing and test directions for each of the observers. In 
particular, the model closely predicts the sensitivity 
losses along axes orthogonal to the adapting axis. These 
sensitivity losses are predicted to occur because the 
broad spectral tuning predicted by linearly combining 
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FIGURE 23. Matches in the S and L - M plane for adapting and test stimuli presented to the same or opposite eyes. (A) 

45-225deg adapt, observer MW. (B) 45-225deg adapt, observer JP. (C) 135-315deg adapt, observer JP. Fot these 
measurements the S contrasts were resealed to be l/1.49 x the original threshold contrasts. 
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FIGURE 24. Solid lines show the channel distributions estimated from 
the multiple-channel model fitted to four observers’ matches in the S 
and L - M plane. Standard deviations around the S and L - M axes 
are indicated on the left of each curve. The best-fitting values of m 

(corresponding to the magnitude of the adaptation effect) were 0.85 
(MW), 0.72 (JM and AE), and 0.66 (AS). Dashed lines show distri- 
butions with standard deviations equal to those estimated for parvocel- 

lular genicuiate neurons by Derrington et at. (1984). 

the cones is such that, if more than two channels with 
different sensitivities span a plane, any adapting and test 
directions will always excite one or more common 
channels. For example, a channel with a preferred 
direction of 45 deg will also have high sensitivity to both 
the 0 deg and the 90 deg axes [cos(45) = 0.7071. Thus this 
channel should be strongly affected by adaptation to 
either of these axes, affecting its contribution to the 
response to the second axis.* 

Figure 24 plots the best-fitting distribution of channels 
for each of the four observers tested. In these distri- 
butions the standard deviation of preferred directions 
around the L - M or S axes ranges from 18 to 29 deg. 
Thus substantial variability was required to account for 
the matches of all observers. On the other hand, sensi- 
tivity biases along the L - M and S axes are clear, 
though for MW and AS these resulted in only modest 
improvements in the fits over a uniform distribution. 
Figure 24 also plots the channel distribution based on 
two Gaussians that have the same standard deviations as 
cells in the parvocellular geniculate. These have values of 
10 deg (L - M) and 8 deg (S) based on the estimates of 
Derrington et al. (1984, see their Fig. 15), converted into 

*Krauskopf et al. (1982) observed little threshold elevation when 
adapting and test stimuli were confined to different cardinal axes, 
though weak cross-adaptation effects have been found at threshold 
for luminance and chromatic gratings (Bradley et al., 1988). 
Detection thresholds might exhibit weaker cross adaptation effects 
than our suprathreshold contrast changes if the thresholds depend 
more strongly on the responses of the most sensitive mechanisms 
to the test, and thus less strongly on the pooling of signals across 
mechanisms that our suprathreshold model assumes. 

the units of our color space. The geniculate distribution 
is narrower than the distribution calculated for any of 
our observers, and this difference is pronounced for two 
of the observers (AS and MW). Our results could thus 
reflect the wider range of chromatic preferences reported 
for striate cortical cells (Lennie et al., 1990; Elfar & De 
Valois, 1993), and in this sense are consistent with the 
“higher-order” transformation of color mechanisms 
suggested by Krauskopf et al. (1986b). (Note that this 
analysis indicates nothing about the relative heights of 
the distributions along the S and L - M axes, since 
sensitivities along these two directions have been 
equated.) 

Channel interaction models of contrast adaptation 

In the preceding model we assumed that adaptation 
occurs independently within each channel, and does not 
alter the selectivity of individual channels. However, 
Barlow (1989) and Barlow and Foldihk (1989) suggested 
that contrast adaptation might also induce interactions 
between channels, and that these interactions change the 
stimulus dimensions to which the channels are tuned. 
They showed that such interactions could lead to more 
efficient coding in the visual system, by making the 
responses of the channels to the prevailing ensemble of 
stimuli statistically independent. The interaction they 
postulated was reciprocal inhibitory feedback between 
two channels that builds up whenever the channels’ 
responses to the stimuli are correlated. For example, for 
two channels, the interactions proposed by Barlow and 
Foldiak are of the form 

0,--I,-WO, 

02 = I, - wo, (8) 

where I, and Z2 are the inputs to the channels, and 0, and 
0, are the outputs. (The outputs are assumed to be 
normalized to unit variance by a multiplicative gain- 
control.) The response of each channel thus depends on 
its own input minus a proportion (w) of the second 
channel’s response, and adaptation is assumed to adjust 
the value of w until 0, and O2 are decorrelated. 

We noted previously that interactions of the type 
proposed by Barlow and Fiildiak could provide an 
alternative basis for the changes in color appearance we 
observed following adaptation (Webster & Mollon, 
1991). For example, inhibition between two chromatic 
channels would result in an oblique rotation of the 
channels’ response axes. This could selectively reduce 
sensitivity to adapting axes to which neither individual 
channel is tuned, and stimuli that initially isolated one 
of the channels would now induce a response of opposite 
sign in the second channel, changing the distribution of 
responses to such stimuli. 

Recently Atick, Li and Redlich (1993) reported a 
mode1 of adaptive decorrelation which they showed can 
closely describe the color-luminance matches we initially 
reported (Webster & Mellon, 1991). Their algorithm 
decorrelates and normalizes the responses of two 
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channels to the adapting stimulus through the following 
rotation and scaling transformations: 

Oat I I/ cos 0 -sin@ in, 0 

O,, = sin 0 cos 0 . 0 m, ’ II I 

X 
cos 0 sin@ O,, 

-sin@ cos0 ’ O,, 
II I 

(9) 

where 0 is the adapting angle, and m, and m, are the 
multiplicative gain changes along the adapting and 

orthogonal axes, respectively. This perceptually distorts 
the initial circle of test coordinates into an ellipse whose 
minor axis is oriented along the adapting axis, and 
whose axis lengths (for appropriate choices of m, and 

m2) equal the perceived contrasts along the adapting and 
orthogonal axes. Figures 7 and 12 show that such ellipses 
closely characterize both the perceived contrast changes 
and perceived hue changes in our 17 x -threshold tests. 
To account for the contrast changes along the orthog- 

onal axis, Atick et al. suggested that the visual response 
to a single adapting axis may be noisy, and this noise 
could mimic the presence of stimulus modulations along 

the orthogonal axis. However, this implies a low signal 
to noise ratio in the channel responses (Atick et al., 
1993), and the sensitivity losses along orthogonal axes 
following adaptation to covarying luminance and chro- 
matic contrasts are not substantially weaker than the 
losses following adaptation to uncorrelated variations in 

luminance and chromaticity [Fig. 14(C)]. 
While these models of decorrelation assume a multi- 

plicative adaptation effect, response changes of this form 

are not clearly evident psychophysically. Instead, our 
results are consistent with other studies of contrast 
adaptation in suggesting that adaptation has pro- 
portionately weaker effects on stimuli of higher contrast, 
and typically has only weak or no effect on the appear- 
ance of contrasts that equal or exceed the adapting 
contrast (Blakemore et al., 1971; Georgeson, 1985; Web- 
ster, De Valois & Switkes, 1987; Shapiro & Zaidi, 1992; 
present study, Fig. 11). This proportional loss of an 
adaptation effect at higher contrasts may thus constrain 
the extent to which the channels are decorrelated follow- 

ing adaptation. Recently Snowden and Hammett (1992) 
reported evidence for distinct subtractive and multiplica- 
tive contrast adaptation effects, which they attributed to 
response changes within channels (subtractive, and re- 

vealed when adapting and test gratings have the same 
orientation) and interactions between channels (multi- 
plicative, and revealed when adapting and test orien- 
tations differ). As we noted, the contrast changes we 
measured along the adapting and orthogonal orien- 
tations in color space do not follow either of these 
functional forms. Yet the differences between the sensi- 
tivity changes along the adapting and orthogonal axes 
are not predicted by either of the two models we have 
considered. 

The model of Atick et al. demonstrates how inter- 
actions between only three post-receptoral mechanisms 
can potentially account for all of the selective changes in 

color appearance we measured. and our results do not 
allow US to discriminate between this class of model and 
the alternative of multiple independently-adaptable 
channels (or interactions between multiple channels). 
However, it remains questionable whether three chan- 
nels can ultimately characterize post-receptoral color 

vision. First, the assumption of three discrete channels 
ignores the demonstrated variability in the spectral 
tuning of individual neurons in the lateral geniculate 
(e.g. De Valois, Jacobs & Abramov, 1966: Derrington 

et al., 1984), and particularly in striate cells (Lennie 
et al., 1990; Elfar & De Valois, 1993), which exhibit 
contrast adaptation. Second, Krauskopf e/ rrl. (I 986b) 
demonstrated selectivity for more than two chromatic 
directions even in a neutral state of adaptation. by 
showing that two colors defined by axes intermediate to 
the cardinal axes (e.g. a pair of colors at 45 and 135 deg) 
were discriminable at the detection threshold. Con- 
versely, there appear to be few studies that provide 

unequivocal evidence for only three discrete mechan- 
isms. Channels tuned to only three linearly independent 
dimensions are sufficient to account for luminance and 
chromatic discrimination thresholds under a wide var- 
iety of conditions (Lennie et al., 1993). Yet the trichro- 
macy of the cones necessarily limits sensitivity to only 
three dimensions, and many of these results could also 

be plausibly accounted for by assuming that these three 
dimensions are represented by many post-receptoral 
mechanisms with different spectral sensitivities. The 

differences in selectivity for different adapting directions 
suggest that some stimulus dimensions have a special 
status in the post-receptoral organization of the cone 
signals. and that the distribution of channel sensitivities 
is not uniform, yet this does not imply the truly discrete 
representation that is conventionally assumed. 

The profound changes that contrast adaptation in- 
duces in color appearance suggest that contrast adap- 
tation effects could influence the capacity for color 
constancy (i.e. the ability to form stable representations 
of surface reflectance functions under different viewing 
conditions). The role of contrast adaptation in constancy 
judgments remains unexplored, for studies of color 
constancy have typically focused on how color appear- 
ance is affected by mean changes in illuminants. and how 
these mean changes can be compensated for by processes 
of light adaptation (Pokorny, Shevell & Smith. 1992). 
However, different illuminants can also alter the set of 
contrasts present within the image, and alter the corre- 
lations between different dimensions in color-luminance 
space, and such changes cannot in general be factored 
out by mean changes in visual sensitivity. Eye move- 
ments over different regions of a scene. which might 
serve to light adapt the observer to the average lumi- 
nance and chromaticity in the image (e.g. Fairchild & 
Lennie, 1992) are also likely to generate the temporal 
modulations in luminance and chromaticity that charac- 
terize our adapting stimuli. Moreover, studies of simul- 
taneous induction effects have shown that perceived 
color and lightness depend strongly on the range of 
spatial contrasts in the image (Chubb, Sperling & 
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